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Introduction
Due to the pandemic, we’ve seen a rise of virtual concert experiences at an unprecedented rate.
The only opportunity to get any “real” concert-experience was in the metaverse, where many
virtual concerts were held. This indicated a start of an exponential growth in the virtual music
industry and in the broader entertainment industry in general. In 2022 the virtual concerts are an
available choice for people who can’t (or won’t) attend physically in a show or need a “different”
experience.

The majority of VR metaverse concerts are free to attend. In general the main source of income
of Artists isn’t from the concerts themselves (e.g. from ticket sales), but the sale of virtual
merchandise (as NFTs) in large quantities like virtual clothes, skins, special moves/actions for
players’ avatars, brand replacements.

Music performance is just a great way for fans to connect with their favorite audience, hear
songs — it’s just a more intimate connection between artist and audience.

To Jarred Kennedy, COO of Wave, virtual concerts are a natural next step in musicians’ ongoing
mission to recreate live performances using technology — a logical evolution of innovations
such as music videos and visual albums.

Epic Games has been gradually making Fortnite more about social interactions and less about
gaming. Warner Music Group is home to artists like Bruno Mars, Cardi B, Ed Sheeran, Lizzo,
Blake Shelton, Michael Bublé, Clean Bandit, and the Black Keys. By teaming up with The
Sandbox to build a concert venue within the metaverse, it is possible that these big names will
soon be open to performing on this platform.

All of these experiences focus on the visual aspect of the event. These events are usually
prerecorded, pre-rendered video game-like experiences where the artists themselves appear as
an avatar in an in-game environment.Quality of the animation is still poor. Like in the 90s,
technology isn’t quite there to provide full 3D renderings. “It would have been much more
beneficial to see the singer in real life. People want to see him, not necessarily a cartoon
rendering of him."

Metaverse concerts are in their infancy. One of the main roadblocks is that artists and their
labels do not have a clear path to monetization, only amplified by the fall of free event features
on Facebook. Regardless, most artists understand that this is the future and are open to
exploring new ideas.

But a clear winner that can provide a hyper realistic solution with a clear path to monetization is
yet to appear.

Enter RisingStar.



Entertainment the Metaverse
RisingStar technology enables a new kind of experience mixing the boundaries between virtual
and actual reality. With our 40 camera studio we can create bespoke virtual experiences that are
available in 3D/VR/AR environments through our platform.

RisingStar represents the next generation of digital content. Through activating the viewer, they
are no longer passive, but active participants of the content itself. The RisingStar platform
operates as the “Netflix of the Metaverse”, where users can freely browse between all sorts of
prerecorded or live experiences and join on demand.

This places RisingStar halfway between Spotify and Netflix and with our added interactive
engagement features, we raise our content to the level of video games.

The RisingStar studio

RisingStar uses a high-quality volumetric capture system with professional studio lights, a giant,
1000ft2 green screen area, 40 high-definition cameras, and our own server park for stitching
rendering, and post-processing. Having all of these available in a mobile setup allows us to
record anyone, anywhere without having to pay for anything. Many agencies and companies
that provide volumetric video capture as a service, need to rent a studio space to record their
contents, which can cost tens of thousands of dollars for just a minute-long shot.



We are working with a file format that is capable of live streaming, different texture sizes from
720p to 2160p, and optimizing the polygon count based on the project's requirements.

Past Projects

Usher the Vegas Residency - VIP Holograms

One of our biggest projects in the past year has been a collaboration with Usher and his team.
We created 6 photorealistic holograms which were used in a gamified experience by the guests
as a part of the UR Experience. This VIP experience gave the possibility for visitors of Usher’s
Vegas Residency to meet Usher virtually and to collect his avatar even as an NFT.
Our task started with planning what exactly those holograms are going to be and in which
scenarios can the guests redeem them which was followed by a day-long session in our
volumetric capture studio. When the holograms were ready, we uploaded them to our
application with a unique redemption code.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHqCf2uzYvE

NLE Choppa - Fan created music video

User-generated content is a more and more prominent tool used by artist and companies to
gain attention. The main goal of the fan created music video for NLE Choppa was to activate the
viewers and make them an integral part of the final product. We recorded NLE Choppa’s
performance in our studio which then was broken up into three parts and placed in our
application. Fans were able to record parts of the content in any part of the world which we then
used in the making of the final music video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oxf73mGTOE&t=5s

Studio usage

In the past years, we have recorded hundreds of artists, creators, and athletes for different
projects including simple fan activations on Instagram, fan-created music videos, health
challenges, and more. We were working directly for them or - for more extensive projects - as
contractors, tasked with creating the hologram from creative planning until content delivery.
Thanks to our experience in IT development and our own application, there was no task
impossible for us. The flexibility, agility, and being able to ship our studio anywhere in the world



with ease, ensure that in the future we will be able to serve many great projects in a variety of
industries.

Future plans

Our priority for the upcoming months is to record freshly developed content for the RisingStar
platform. We have blocked the studio space for ourselves and are not opening it for outside
projects until we can fulfill all of the goals on our own roadmap.
Some of our clients have already shown interest in having their own studio and their own
application for longer-lasting projects or bigger venues for marketing activations. One of the
biggest crypto exchanges is evaluating having a studio in one of the biggest stadiums in the US
where visitors can scan themselves as virtual avatars and receive these as NFTs. It is among
our goals to have multiple studios around the world in order to be able to serve all of our clients
in the fastest way possible.

Rendering of a special, hanging studio setup, with access from the first floor



The RisingStar Platform

The RisingStar Platform is a proprietary tool for volumetric content delivery for the
metaverse and the web. The general aim of the platform is to provide a solution for
artists and creators to monetize their Web3 presence.

The development roadmap starts with upgrading our already existing application. This
does not just mean total UI redesign and a better user experience, but also major
changes and upgrades in functionality. First and foremost we are going to create a
web-based application that is going to be available on all devices with a web browser
that has enough processing power to deliver volumetric content. This will provide us
with a great advantage as users can just open a website instead of downloading an
application. The other major change is going to be the way content is delivered. At the
moment users have to download each content to their devices in order to view them.
Thanks to technological advances in the past few years, we can now live stream
volumetric video to devices that have an internet connection speed of over 50Mbps.
However, besides the volumetric video, we have to deliver to the user the environment
of the concerts or shows too. This is possible at the moment only for simple graphics as
Hollywood-quality computer-generated spaces would need a lot of bandwidth to stream.
In order to overcome this bottleneck and be able to deliver not just the volumetric videos
but also more complex and realistic environments created in UE5, shortly after the
launch of the web application we will launch native applications for mobile and other
AR/VR capable devices. Here it will be possible to pre-download the environment and
stream or download the volumetric video with it. Our native applications will not just
support AR/VR capable devices but users will be able to view the experiences even on
their tablets and laptops as if it would be a simple live video stream. This gives us the
opportunity to reach a very wide range of audiences, therefore generating a much
bigger user base than competitors who are only targeting users with AR/VR capable
devices.



Screenshots from the mobile application:



Mechanics
Any new user joining RisingStar will meet with a Netflix-type interface: A catalog of content from
which they’re free to browse and select their choice.

Users can buy and hold STAR tokens to obtain discounts for new experiences under the Pay
Per View model. The more STAR tokens a user has, the higher Tier they become eligible for.
We have Tiers 1-5 and while most new users will fall into Tier 5, the most engaged STAR
holders will get meaningful discounts and other bonuses via Tier 1.

Tickets for shows can be purchased in fiat via a card transaction, but the processing fee can
also be paid in STAR, should the user decide so.

Upon selecting the experience, the user can enter the show and complete mini games during
the concert. Mini games can be played via spending STAR tokens and through winning these
games, users can earn more STAR tokens throughout the experience.

As the show ends, users can purchase merchandise from the RisingStar Gift Store spending
STAR tokens. These tokens directly go to the Artist who are also allocated into Tiers based on
their STAR holdings. While a Tier 5 Artist gets only 20% revenue share, a Tier 1 Artist is eligible
for 40% revenue share from ticket sales.



Unit Economics
The main revenue sources for the company are

(1) creating the experiences
(2) Selling tickets to virtual events

Creating the experiences is a one-off revenue item generated through direct sales. However,
ticket sales allows for building network effects as more Artists pull in their communities for the
experiences, more of their fans join the platform, but stay through engagement for the
RS-exclusive content and goods. Over time we’ll have more Artists joining the platform making
the product more addictive through multiple options to choose from.

20% of ticket sales is allocated to STAR buyback and burn, placing immediate but shrinking
deflationary pressure on the token economy, while Artists represent the ultimate token sink in
the economy through the Tier-based revenue share system.

Through the Next Earth integration, Rising Star will pay a percentage of their revenues to Next
Earth as platform fees in NXTT. The distribution of this platform fee is discussed in the Next
Earth Whitepaper.



Platform Features

Artist Contract
With each artist or performer, we have an individual contract based on their needs and the type
of industry they are in. Usually, we are in a royalty sharing agreement where in the first phase
we bear all the costs of producing the content, and later the income is distributed according to
the contract. As the performers are already bringing in a lot of value with them being in our
studio, we found that this type of agreement leads to the most successful projects as the initially
occurring costs can be mitigated for both parties.

Content Creation
Our volumetric capture studio is located in Los Angeles which is the perfect spot if we want to
reach A-list celebrities the fastest way. We are using an industry-leading studio setup consisting
of 40 high-resolution cameras, a massive green screen, and our own render farm for stitching
and post-production. This gives us a competitive advantage over other content producers who
have to pay tens of thousands of dollars just to record a minute of volumetric footage.
The production process is fairly simple. In the planning phase, we have multiple meetings with
the artist’s team to develop a content production plan with all requirements whether it's a 5
second NFT or an hour-long virtual broadway show. When the artist arrives at our studio, they
only have to spend as much time as it takes to record the previously agreed sequences. This
gives them more flexibility when it comes to choosing a timeslot in their busy schedules.
When the volumetric footage is first rendered, we look for little mistakes in the content and
correct them manually.

If the final content requires computer-generated spaces or any other 3D elements, our team of
3D artists will already start working on those after the planning phase. When all the elements
and sequences have been developed, we put them together into the final product ready for
distribution.



Experience Tickets
To access most of the experiences, users will need to have virtual tickets just like regular
real-world events. These tickets can be stored in the user's crypto wallets as an NFT so just by
connecting their crypto wallets they will be able to enjoy the experience. This feature will also
enable us to use previously bought NFT-s as a token to watch a performance.
The main way to get access to the events will be through the RisingStar platform where users
can choose from different options. As an example these can be only access, access through
buying Next Earth land or access and the performers' special NFT that can be used for future
events and more.

Hero Memory NFTs
Hero Memories are about new ways to connect to your favorite artists, creators, brands and
projects. With Hero Memories, Next Earth can release official unique collections of these
partners in a way which gives the user the ability to not just collect the collectibles but do it in a
way it connects to our main platform: the surface of Earth.

Hero Memory Collections consist of a determined number of Hero Memory, which are tailored to
the subject - a rock band collectible may differ from a collection based on brand or a sport
celebrity.

What is common in our collections is that every Hero Memory is linked to a set of tiles - the Hero
Area.

If you own the tiles fully or partly under the Hero Area of the collectible, you earn commission
every time when a linked item is minted. (If there are more owners, they share the commission
based on the share ratio). This way Next Earth owners can monetize their ownership of land in
our Metaverse.

Under the hood, every Hero Memory collectible item is a standard ERC-1155 token, so can be
bridged, sold and purchased in third party NFT marketplaces. Special features of the token may
be enjoyed in our platform though.

We plan to introduce our collections alongside a beautifully crafted, album-like web interface,
where visitors can connect to the artist or topic even more. These album sites also give you an
overview of the pieces in the collection, you can have an idea what to mint or hunt for on
marketplaces.

The ownership of the NFTs can be utilized many ways later: burn to get real-world collectible,
dynamic NFT improvements and level-ups, burn & merge mechanisms, NFT as a key for VIP
entries etc.



Roadmap
The RisingStar product consists of two main components from a technical perspective. The core
Engine that allows us to provide VR/AR content streaming in 3D, enabling us new experiences
in the Metaverse. The second part is the Platform that allows users to browse, access and
watch content.

As you can see from below, our vision is to spend the first year of development creating the
most immersive and interactive experience for Metaverse entertainment. Using our own library
of content we can kick start this new type of service and gain traction, growing through the
fanbase of our artists. Once we’re done, we can expand the utility of STAR token by inviting
other content producers to the platform and skyrocket the amount of content on Rising Star and
truly become the Netflix of the Metaverse.



Engine

Backend/Admin upgrade
Upgrading the backend of the platform to be able to handle users logging in with Web3 wallets
and prepare it for integration with the new frontend.

WebAR development
Finishing the development of the web-based AR engine which will enable the platform to deliver
the holograms even on IOS devices that do not support WebAR out of the box. This engine will
make it possible to deliver the contents to VR-enabled devices too.

3rd Party creators
In order to keep up with user demand, we will start working with 3rd party content creators. They
will be able to upload their own content and experiences to our platform in exchange for STAR
tokens so they can generate revenue which they will receive in STAR tokens too.

Platform

WebApp
The development of the platform will continue with the Web-based application which will be the
entry point for our users. After logging in a content selector will pop up where our current and
previous available metaverse concerts and other contents will be available for viewing.
Depending on the device these can be viewed in AR/VR or in a simple 3D display mode using
STAR tokens.

IOS/Android application
In order to view more complex environments which can not be directly streamed to the user's
devices, we will port our WebApp to work natively on IOS and Android devices. This will give us
a bigger playing field in terms of what we can deliver to the users.

VR native application
Same as the iOS and Android applications but in a native VR environment.

Next Earth integration
An important step will be to teleport our holograms to Next Earth. Therefore we will create an
integration in collaboration with Next Earth that will make it possible to have our metaverse
concerts in computer-generated environments within Next Earth.



Marketplace
As tackled in the whitepaper, the marketplace will provide an opportunity for the sales of
NFT-based merchandise, Memorable locations through Next Earth land, and more. The
marketplace will function with the STAR token.

Backstage Pass
Gain access to exclusive behind-the-scenes content with the RS Backstage Pass. Users will be
able to spend their STAR tokens in exchange for exciting content that will never be available
anywhere else.

Interactive DAO
Giving control in the hands of our users is one of the main goals of the platform. Using their
STAR tokens they will be able to vote interactively for what should happen in a concert or what
the artist should do as a challenge.
User Generated Content
Creation of contests, challenges, sweepstakes for users to participate with their favorite artists
or even commit certain amounts of STAR tokens to vote for an artist on which challenge they’d
like them to participate in.



STAR Token
We are introducing our native currency on the RisingStar platform, the STAR token. This
ERC-20 token minted on the Polygon chain will allow us to maximize engagement between
artists and their audiences.

Token Utility

The token has multiple utility, mainly inspired by the BNB model. The utility as follows:
(1) Fans can get discounts on their Experience Ticket fees by holding more STAR tokens as

well as deciding to pay the fees in STAR tokens.
(2) Fans can also make purchases of Hero Memory NFTs in the RisingStar Marketplace

spending their STAR tokens
(3) Once the interactive experiences are launched, users will be able to play and vote within

the experience staking, spending and earning STAR tokens during experiences.
(4) Artists hold STAR tokens that they get from the Hero Memory NFT purchases. This

allows Artists to maximize their revenue share from Experience Ticket sale, directly
impacting the profitability of their participation on the Rising Star platform.

Token Mathematics

The STAR token architecture is backed by a mathematical analysis. The model is well tied with
the RisingStar financial plan and STAR token utility structure. The analysis offers support for the
token issue price and depicts a robust token economy, based on the RisingStar business
development targets.

The framework builds on quantifiable aspects of the token functionality. Token value is
fundamentally derived from its utility. Network effects are taken into account by traded
benchmarks. We expect network effects to be strong as RisingStar has first mover advantage.

Key model inputs and assumptions are as follows:

● Platform volume ramp-up is given by the RisingStar business plan.
● User participation tends to have skewed distribution in Tier structures.
● Network effects scale linearly with user traffic.

A strategic goal for the RisingStart platform is to provide stability with increasing value so that
the token price is not extremely volatile. It is important to note that no amount of mathematical
modeling can eliminate uncertainty completely.



Tokenomics
In order to power the Rising Star Platform and economy, we’ll mint 80B STAR tokens as an
ERC-20 utility token. The tokenomics are as follows:

Quarterly vesting schedule

Total Supply 100% Start Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12

IT development 18,5 2 2 2,5 2 1,5 1,5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Marketing 18 1,5 2 2,5 2 1,5 1,5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Business
Development 17,5 1 2 2,5 2 1,5 1,5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Team 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Next Earth 10 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2

Liquidity
Providing 4 4

Token Sale 5 5

Land 10 10

Total circulating
supply 24,5 30,5 38 44 50,5 55 58 61 66 69 72 75 80

Team tokens remain locked for the first 3 years, and after that, 1% will unlock per month over 17
months.

As for the tokens allocated for Next Earth, only 1% will get unlocked immediately, then 2% at the
end of each year for 4 years, while the last 1% will unlock at the end of Year 5.

Token Land Lock

Another important feature we’re introducing with our Tokenomics is that we’re allocating 10% of
all STAR tokens to be deposited into Next Earth Land via their upcoming dynamic NFT
technology. This means that locations relevant to Rising Star or our Artists will get a specific
amount of STAR tokens deposited into them, therefore first minters of such lands will also get
their hands on a bag of STAR tokens.



IDO Details
For the STAR token IDO we determined a soft cap of minimum $80k. This means that the IDO
will only go ahead if this level is reached. As with all Next Earth Launchpad projects, Rising Star
included, if this level isn’t reached, Next Earth treasury jumps in, and purchases STAR tokens
up to $80k. This means that all Next Earth Launchpad IDOs will guaranteedly be funded so all
of them will surely launch, currently no other launchpads provide such a strong success
guarantee.

STAR tokens will be launched at a $0.00025 price.

There will be 40billion STAR tokens from which 5% (2B STAR), will be distributed in the IDO.
Overall valuation will be 5million dollars, with a circulating market cap of $1m.

Tier System
There will be 6 different tiers. 5 of them are the equal tiers to the Next Earth tier system, and
there is one special OTC tier for VIP OG’s.

TIER TIER SUM
TOKENS

USD
VALUE

PRICE MAX
COMMITME

NT

LOCK VESTING

Tier 5 560,000,000 $140,000 $0.00025 $1500/wallet No lock No vesting

Tier 4 380,000,000 $82,650 $0.0002175 $2000/wallet No lock 10 weeks

Tier 3 312,000,000 $62,400 $0.0002 $3000/wallet 1 week 20 weeks

Tier 2 212,000,000 $40,174 $0.0001895 $3500/wallet 2 weeks 30 weeks

Tier 1 116,000,000 $20,242 $0.0001745 $5000/wallet 3 weeks 40 weeks

OTC Tier 420,000,000 $69,300 $0.000165 No limit 1 month 52 weeks

Users in the OTC Tier will need to whitelist themselves, until the 19th of September to be able to
join the OTC deal and will be manually checked and distribution will be commitment pool %
based not first come first like the rest of the tiers. Details coming soon.

Users will receive STAR tokens based on their commitment. First come first serve up to the
maximum/wallet and the available STAR tokens/level. IF a given tier is not sold out, the tokens
will join the next level’s pool of STAR tokens.

Users in higher tiers are eligible to participate in all tiers under their own tier too.

So from tier 1-5 only those users can join, who are in the given tier in the Next Earth tier system.
OTC tier is only available to those users who have unsold land packs and own NXTT from
before the CEX listing, and hasn’t sold any.



Rising Star Experience
On the RisingStar platform users will be able to get access to future and current events. As
discussed previously these can be just tickets or they can carry added value and perks in the
form of Next Earth land and NFT’s.

Revenue Share
Artists generate revenue from Ticket Sales through the platform. By default, 20% of all ticket
sales go to the Artist which can be increased by holding more STAR tokens. Artists can either
purchase these tokens from the market or earn them by selling Hero Memory NFTs on the
Marketplace.

Based on their STAR holdings, Artists are eligible for different Tiers.

RisingStar Marketplace
Apart from the experience, another key element of the platform is the Marketplace, where users
can spend their hard earned STAR tokens for merchandise in exchange for STAR tokens.

Through our partnership with Next Earth, we offer a wide range of services to generate
NFT-based merchandise:

(1) Creating NFT collections from the Artist’s life and biography
(2) Memorable locations (concert venues, etc) available as Next Earth Virtual Land
(3) Owning a specific collection or multiple merch NFTs unlock redeemable qualities: tickets

to real life events, meet&greet opportunities, etc.
(4) Dedicated, digitized content

Through partnerships with other NFT collections we can create a Membership platform for the
above by tapping into other NFT art communities. This is how BAYC holders can become active
members of our community, while we also provide utility to BAYC directly.

NFT Collectibles tied to a specific Artist are all interconnected. Similarly to “Lutra books” from
the 90s, all Artists will have their own NFT Collectible directory, where users can compete to get
more and more completion of their own directory. This connects all digital merchandise to a
specific end goal, allowing Artists to use it as a Membership Platform for their own goals.



Social Content
Artists not only have the opportunity to digitize their virtual experiences but to actively engage
with their community through digital content. This can be done through

(1) Challenges
(2) Community Campaigns

RisingStar users can create challenges (remember: Ice Bucket Challenge) by putting specific
amounts of STAR tokens as votes to the DAO. As their favorite Artists decide to join the
Challenge, the Artist will earn STAR tokens for completion leveling up in the Artist Tier system,
while nurturing their own community.

Community Campaigns can be introduced through new collections on the Marketplace:
(1) Artists can reserve the options for memorable locations on Next Earth through their 1%

option feature and generate Points of Interests on the map.
(2) The community has the option of purchasing lands relevant to the Artist, while

participating in a Treasure Hunt game where they can win NFT Collections that will later
be available on the marketplace

About Us
RisingStar is a studio working on solutions and experiences for Web3. We have years of
experience in VR/AR, Volumetric Capture and creating NFT-s, working with some of the worlds
top artists and creators. We have a first of its kind mobile content creation studio consisting of
40 high def cameras, over a 1,000 square feet of 360 degree green screen and the ability to
ship it anywhere in the world and have it set up within 6 hours.

We developed a new compression method attached to our technology that allows us to
compress and then deliver the highest quality content in the VR/AR market with minimal file
size. The studio is scalable with the possibility to record multiple actors or artists in one take.

Through our fully integrated business model, taking brands from content creation to consumer
engagement has never been easier.


